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Abstract - The wireless communication system is based on several coding schemes such as 

turbo codes, LDPC codes, convolutional, polar, and systematic, etc. The coding techniques 

should satisfy the hardware system requirements while machine and device communication is 

taken place. The turbo codes provide a good coding gain close to Shannon’s limit, whereas 

LDPC codes have the ability to provide error corrected data over a noisy channel.  The research 

article presents the comparative performance analysis of turbo and LDPC coding hardware 

architecture. The encoder and decoder hardware chip of turbo and LDPC is designed using 

Xilinix ISE 14.7 software, targeted Virtex- 5 FPGA. The performance of both coding methods 

is evaluated using iterative coding scheme. The FPGA hardware complexity is analyzed in 

terms of hardware and FPGA performance parameters such as slices, flip flops, LUTs and IoBs 

utilization. The performance the coding methods are also analyzed in terms of timing 

information related parameters such as path delay, minimum duration, minimum and maximum 

time of the clock signal, etc.  The research work is very much helpful for 4G and 5G mobile 

communication requirements in device to device communication. 

Keywords:  Turbo Codes, Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes, Field Programmable Gate 

Array (FPGA), AWGN Channel, and BPSK Modulation 
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1. Introduction 

Recent communication systems are facing difficulty in order to satisfy the need and 

requirements of users. The next generation mobile communication systems are expected to be 

5G Era with improved channel coding schemes. There are multiple channel coding schemes 

available such as Low-density parity check codes (LDPC), turbo codes, systematic 

convolutional, polar codes and non-systematic convolutional codes [1, 2]. The codes can be 

analyzed based on their complexity, reliability, flexibility and latency as per system 

requirements. In cellular systems channel coding schemes are used to ensure reliable 

transmission by offering minimum errors during transmission. Wireless systems have shown 

remarkable development in satisfying user demands for the last few years. In current scenario, 

the coding schemes available for 5G mobile systems are LDPC, turbo codes and polar codes. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of FEC communication system 

 

The Fig. 1 presents a forward error correction (FEC) communication system block diagram that 

shows the transmission of data from source to destination. The first step from source is a data 

encoding with the help of encoder and perform modulation using some modulation technique 

and then transmitted over Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. During this 

transmission, noise can be added to data through the channel. This data along with noise is 

provided to the demodulator where carrier signal is separated from the message signal and the 

data is decoded back to its original form using error correcting decoder at the receiver end.  The 

two most significant blocks in wireless communication system block diagram are encoder and 

decoder.  

The turbo codes are a class of high performance FEC code invented by C. Berrou et al [4, 5] in 

1993. The performance of the codes is close to Shannon’s theoretical limit (SHA). The theorem 



presents the channel capacity (C) in bits/s, to transmit information at a faster rate without error 

over channel bandwidth (B).  The channel capacity, C = B log2 (1+S/N), in which S/N presents 

signal to noise ratio.   The coding community was excited to provide the promising solutions 

about channel capacity using an iterative decoding method based on simple constituent code. 

The coding block consists of the interlever and code length is long and random in nature, can 

emulate the performance of the system. The convolution turbo codes are formed by parallel-

concatenated recursive and systematic convolution codes, separated by an interlever. 

The LDPC codes were first introduced in the early 1960s by Gallager [28, 29]. This discovery 

was unnoticed by many investigators for nearly 20 years, but in 1981, a scholar named Tanner 

gave a new understanding of these codes from a graphical point of view. LDPC codes based on 

the Belief Propagation Algorithm (BPA) [26] has shown a channel’s capacity performance 

close to Shannon’s limit [7]. Consequently, LDPC codes proved powerful relative to other class 

of linear block codes named turbo codes for error corrections where reliability is the concern.  

On the other hands, turbo codes are very efficient in terms of their performance reaching the 

Shannon’s limit [10].  

 

2. Related Work 

 

Andrade, J. et.al [1] presented a new class of LDPC decoder namely wide pipeline LDPC 

decoder for WiMAX standard 802.16e. This pipelined decoder architecture uses a high end 

synthesis tool to reduce validation time. The architecture passes the minimum throughput 

requirement for large scale integration approaches. Also, the use of 8-bit fixed point arithmetic 

adds extra precision in the design and delivers better performance in terms of bit error rate. 

Albayrak, C. et.al [2] presented the utilization of Belief propagation and log likelihood ratio 

based demodulation methods of LDPC codes to Ruby transform based decoder structure so that 

the computational complexity is reduced.  The simulation results for both algorithms in 

presence of AWGN channel is obtained in terms of bit error rate. The Monte Carlo based 

evolution method is used for theoretical analysis. It is found that the combined approach of 

these two algorithms reduces the hardware complexity and improves the SNR. Boncalo, O. 

et.al [6] presented a new method for the construction of LDPC codes based on progressive edge 

growth mechanism. In order to achieve optimum a pipelined structure and memory organization 

using a single port bank is considered at the time of code construction. The hardware efficiency 

should be maximized using code constraints for quasi cyclic LDPC code.  The design is 

implemented in FPGA and throughput is increased from 39 to 110% using pipelined structure. 



Delomier, Y et.al [10] presented a generic behavioral model for generating LDPC decoders. 

The decoders are needed in applications that require reliable and fast data transmission. On the 

other hands, coded RTL architecture provided good performance, but path to IP design is slow 

down. The LDPC decoders are implemented using Xilinx Vivado HLS. It is observed that the 

hardware complexity is reduced by ten times and the throughput is increased by 1.5 times. The 

model gives performance similar to handcrafted RTL structures. Dobkin, R. et.al [12] 

presented a parallel architecture offering low latency for turbo decoding that consist of multiple 

single input single output elements. This architecture is compared with existing sequential 

architectures. For concurrent execution of the design, SISO based parallel interleaver and 

related algorithm is presented. The parallel architecture reduces the latency by 20 times and 

increases the throughput by six times in comparison to other sequential decoders. Gilbert, J. 

M. et.al [16] presented the implementation of linear, convolution and cyclic codes on FPGA 

using VHDL.  Error control codes (ECC) are used for the purpose of error detection and 

correction in the noisy communication channel. This is achieved by adding redundant bits to 

the data at the transmitter end, and correlation of these redundant bits is used at the receiver end 

for error detection and error correction.  Hajiyat, Z. R. M et.al [17] presented a new solution 

to channel coding schemes for a 5G mobile communication system having problems in 

satisfying the user requirements in machine-type communication. This work verifies various 

channel coding schemes such as LDPC, polar, systematic convolutional, turbo, and non-

systematic convolutional codes, using BPSK modulation method in machine-type 

communication for 5G wireless communication system. Kang. J et.al [18] presented two 

different categories of Quasi Cyclic LDPC code out of which one is binary and other is non 

binary, and their construction is based upon finite field subgroups. These codes gives better 

performance when subjected to AWGN channel using iterative decoding algorithm. These code 

utilize large minimum distances as compared to finite geometry LDPC code and it balances the 

performance in terms of error and decoding complexity in case of  the iterative decoding 

process. These codes provide burst errors in such environment and capable of replacing Reed 

Solomon codes by offering large coding gains at same code length and code rate. Li, J. et.al 

[20] presented a combination of Log-MAP decoding algorithm and a LUT-Log-MAP algorithm 

called LUT-Nor-Log-MAP algorithm. Also, a normalization functional unit is used for the 

SISO decoder unit. In simulation results, it has been observed that the resource utilization can 

be saved by 2.1 % using LUT-Nor-Log-MAP algorithm. Also, decoder using LUT-Nor-Log-

MAP algorithm depicts a gain of 0.25~0.5 dB. Finally, while designing of turbo decoder a 

throughput of 36 Mbit/s can be achieved using the Cyclone IV FPGA platform. Loi, K. C et.al 



[21] presented the implementation of LDPC decoder architecture on FPGA for application of 

digital video broadcasting via satellite (DVB-S2). This algorithm is applied systematically in 

such a manner that can supports 360 functional units of the design. Moreover, the synthesis of 

LDPC decoder is done on targeting two FPGA devices XC2VP100 and XC6VLX240T. Lu, J. 

et.al [22] presented a new category of LDPC code named partition and shift LDPC. The 

construction of this code is achieved using shift and divide the bit nodes and check nodes into 

subsets and connecting these nodes in subsets. A theorem is derived to prevent the cycles 

harmful in LDPC decoding.  The simulation results of these codes depict good performance in 

terms of bit error rate over EPR 4 channels. Maier, A. J. et.al [24] presented flexible designs 

based on an open platform that require parallel computing method to decode the data based on 

an iterative minimum sum algorithm for a (3,6) regular LDPC code with variable code word 

length. The decoding algorithm supports parallelism for which Altera Offline compiler version 

15.1 is required. This algorithm is tested on Altera Stratix VGXA7 FPGA hardware.  This 

design gives an effective throughput of 68.22 Mbps for a 2048 length (3, 6) regular LDPC code 

at a clock frequency of 163.88 MHz and for a length of 1024 (3, 6) LDPC code it gives a 

throughput of 54.8 Mbps by showing an improvement of 7 Mbps. Manjunatha, K. N et.al [25] 

presented the design and implementation of the turbo decoder using Verilog. The design uses 

max-log algorithm that reduces the number of iterations and provides early termination due to 

which power consumption is reduced. In order to provide early termination sign difference ratio 

factor is used.  The concept of clock gating is used to provide better power efficiency. The 

design is implemented and tested on Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 FPGA. Orten, P et.al [27] evaluated 

the performance of convolution codes in Rayleigh fading channel with long constraint length. 

As the sequential decoding cannot be applied below a threshold value of SNR. Therefore, the 

selected SNR per bit information is 5.7 dB.  Moreover, the process of uniform quantization is 

chosen in such a way that it can provide negligible loss. For this design, finite interleaving 

method is used to an interleaver depth of (50 × 50) at a Doppler frequency of 0.01.  The 

suggested scheme performs well in terms of bit error rate as compared to Turbo codes. Tiwari, 

H. D et.al [34] presented LDPC codes in which parity check matrix construction is done using 

sub matrix structure and matrix inverse is replaced by multiplication of sparse matrices. The 

replacement of matrices can result in efficient encoding that further reduces computational 

complexity. The simulation results depicted that the design has increased the throughput upto 

1 Gbps. Wang, Z et.al [36] presented (8176, 7154) Euclidian geometry based architecture of a 

low complexity Quasi cyclic LDPC codes with high speed data rate. The architecture 

incorporated algorithmic transformation based critical path reduction and non-uniform 



quantization method to minimize memory size.  The parallel decoders are proposed in the 

design to enhance throughput. The design is implemented on Xilinx Virtex-II 6000, FPGA. The 

FPGA synthesis has proved that the design can achieve maximum throughput of 172 Mbps in 

15 iterations. Yan, Z. et. al [37] presented a 3rd generation partnership LTE standard based on 

parallel turbo coding scheme that supports 188 block size data. In order to reduce the hardware 

complexity of interleaver in turbo codes, a permutation polynomial multistage network with 

address generator is used. An optimized decoding scheme is suggested to enhance the system 

performance and support high parallelism. A radix-2 and radix-4 recursion based add compare 

select unit is proposed for selection of block sizes that cannot be divided by 16. The design is 

implemented on 130 nm CMOS technology consuming 4.02 mm2 core area and 1.81 

architecture efficiency, while achieving 384.3 Mbps peak throughput with 5.5 iterations at a 

clock speed of 290 MHz. Zuo, J. et.al [40] presented an optimal design algorithm for irregular 

LDPC codes. This algorithm utilizes a shaping method with specified block length. It has been 

seen that LDPC codes are beating turbo codes in terms of computation cost and effective 

performance. 

The problem statement of the research work is considered based on the hardware realization of 

turbo and LDPC based encoder and decoders. The comparative performance analysis of these 

coding based encoder and decoder architectures on FPGA platform will be the new research 

work so that LDPC coding based hardware can be used further for machine to machine and 

device to device communication as in the 5G communication system. The paper focused on the 

design and FPGA implementation of the turbo and LDPC coding based hardware chip, perform 

simulation and estimate the comparative performance.  

 

3. Turbo Codes 

 

The turbo decoder is based on Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) in which two soft-in-

soft-out (SISO) decoding is followed to exchange extrinsic information for the period of each 

iteration. In addition, the decoder uses Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [3], 

based on Maximum Posteriori Probability (MAP) algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm is used for 

the sequence with finite or infinite length, whereas, MAP algorithm [11, 20] can only be used 

with sequences having finite length. The low complexity and bit error rate (BER) performance 

of turbo codes made this coding scheme good for 3G, 4G communication systems. Although 

these codes can be used for 3G and 4G systems, but their performance is limited for enhanced 

mobile broadband systems due to their complexity in implementing at larger block length and 



code.  Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) is considered for modulation and demodulation at 

transmitting and receiving end for Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. Fig. 

2 shows the block diagram of turbo coded digital communication system with BPSK 

modulation scheme on AWGN channel. 

 

   

Fig. 2. Turbo Coding Process 

 

3.1 Turbo Encoder  

It is the class of linear block codes, which is constructed by parallel concatenation of two 

recursive blocks of systematic convolution encoders connected with the help of interleaver. The 

block diagram of turbo encoder, shown in Fig.3, consists of two Recursive Systematic 

Convolutional (RSC) encoders associated in parallel. The output of the turbo encoder consists 

of parity bits generated by the RCS encoder -1 and the parity bits generated by RCS encoder -

2. The two encoders produces encoded frames that includes a systematic frame and a parity 

frame.  The RSC encoder-1 provides the forward path transfer function (1 + D + D3) and RSC 

encoder-r provide backward path transfer function (1 + D2 + D3).  The code rate of each RSC 

is (r =1/3), with P1,i and P2,i parity with length of total 3N bits.  The encoder performs with (M 

= 8) state transition diagram as depicted in Fig. 4. The initial state of the encoder is (S0 = ‘0’) 

and subsequent states are Si ϵ {0, 1, 2… M-1} for Si ϵ {0, 1} respective message bit so that there 

is a potential change in state from Si-1(previous state) to Si (current state).  



 

Fig. 3 Turbo Encoder 

 

Fig.4. Trellis diagram configuration 

The interleaver plays very important role in turbo codes. It is a random block arranges the data 

bit without repetition. The interleaver unit is used in both turbo encoder and turbo decoder. In 

the encoder, it produces the long block of data, whereas in decoder unit it corrects some errors 

after passing same data to first decoder. After it further interleaves the first decoded data and 

passes the same, though second decoder to correct the remaining errors. In this way, the process 

is repeated for a number of times. 

3.2 Turbo Decoder 

The decoder unit consist of the same number of decoders as used in encoder. The decoder works 

on an independent set of parity bits, but considers, as same information this arrangement is 



called as parallel concatenated convolution code (PCCC), having RSC in which independent  

parity bits are considered from different codes to form systematic bit and this decoding process 

is called iterative decoding. Fig. 5 and Fig.6 presents the diagram of turbo decoder and iterative 

turbo decoding process. The information is processed from one SISO to another SISO until 

convergence is attained. The SISO is capable to generate extrinsic information, which is de-

interleaved and the input to next SISO. The SISO module computes the values of forward 

matrices (α) values, backward matrixes (β) values, and SISO output matrices [14, 19]. The 

BCJR algorithm is based on first computing β values  and storing for an entire block or going 

backward, then computing values for α and output matrices to go forward. SISO component 

decoders present the turbo decoding and this is referred as the logarithm of likelihood ratio 

(LLR). 

 

Fig.5 Turbo Decoding 

 

Fig. 6 Turbo Decoding (Iterative) 

 

For the encoded sequence x = [x1, x2…xN], and generated code word against each sequence xi 

= [xi1, xi2, xi3], the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is expressed as  𝐿(𝑏𝑖) = ln 𝑃(𝑏𝑖 = 1)𝑃(𝑏𝑖 = 0)                     (1) 
For the decoded sequence y = [y1, y2…yN], 𝐿(𝑏𝑖|𝑦) = ln 𝑃(𝑏𝑖 = 1|𝑦)𝑃(𝑏𝑖 = 0|𝑦)                (2) 



Bahl et al [3] proposed the MAP algorithm in 1974, used to generate the probabilities of each 

bit and derive the extrinsic information.  The LLR of the kth symbol is given as  𝐿(𝑏𝑘|𝑦) = 𝑙𝑛∑ 𝛼𝑘−1′𝑏𝑘=1 (𝑠𝑘−1)𝛾𝑘′ (𝑠𝑘−1, 𝑠𝑘)𝛽𝑘′  (𝑠𝑘)∑ 𝛼𝑘−1′𝑏𝑘=0 (𝑠𝑘−1)𝛾𝑘′ (𝑠𝑘−1, 𝑠𝑘)𝛽𝑘′  (𝑠𝑘)           (3) 
In this equation (3) 𝛼𝑘′ = Forward state matric 𝛽𝑘′  = Backward state matric 𝛾𝑘′  = Branch matric 𝑠𝑘  = Trellis diagram state at time ‘k’ 

The MAP algorithm [30, 37] involves the additions and multiplication operations. For a larger 

sequence, the logarithm and approximation are applied, the eq. (3) is given as ln (∑𝑒𝑥𝑖) ≈ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (𝑥𝑖)                      (4) 
Then the algorithm is simplified to the equation 𝐿(𝑏𝑘|𝑦) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑏𝑘=1(𝛼𝑘−1 𝛾𝑘(𝑠𝑘−1, 𝑠𝑘) 𝛽𝑘 (𝑠𝑘)) − 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑏𝑘=0(𝛼𝑘−1 𝛾𝑘(𝑠𝑘−1, 𝑠𝑘) 𝛽𝑘 (𝑠𝑘))          
                                                                                                                                     (5) 

The equation has addition and comparison operations. In the same way, the state matric are 

also simplified and expressed as 𝛼𝑘 (𝑠𝑘) = ln( 𝛼𝑘′  (𝑠𝑘)) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (𝛼𝑘−1(𝑠𝑘−1) + 𝛾𝑘−1(𝑠𝑘−1))               (6) 𝛽𝑘 (𝑠𝑘) = ln( 𝛽𝑘′  (𝑠𝑘)) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (𝛽𝑘−1(𝑠𝑘−1) + 𝛾𝑘−1(𝑠𝑘−1))                (7) 
The branch matrix is expressed as 

𝛾𝑘(𝑠𝑘−1, 𝑠𝑘) =  { 
 𝛾𝑘00 =  0.5 (𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑘) + 𝐿(𝑑𝑖𝑛) + 𝐿(𝑃𝑘1)𝛾𝑘01 =  0.5 (𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑘) + 𝐿(𝑑𝑖𝑛) − 𝐿(𝑃𝑘1)𝛾𝑘10 =  0.5 (−𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑘) − 𝐿(𝑑𝑖𝑛) + 𝐿(𝑃𝑘1)𝛾𝑘11 =  0.5 (−𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑘) − 𝐿(𝑑𝑖𝑛) − 𝐿(𝑃𝑘1)} 

                         (8) 
Here, 𝐿𝑎 = Priori Probability 𝑑𝑖𝑛 = Systematic bit to success extrinsic information 𝑃𝑘1 = Parity bit 

After calculating the LLR, the derived extrinsic information is presented as  𝐿𝑒(𝑏𝑘) =  𝜇. (𝐿(𝑏𝑘|𝑦) − 𝐿(𝑑𝑖𝑛) − 𝐿𝑎(𝑏𝑘))                  (9) 
Where μ is scaling factor, (μ < 1) for extracting the extrinsic information in the MAP algorithm 

to compensate the losses in maximization of data. 

 



 

Fig. 7 Parallel execution and interleaving in turbo decoder 

 

In the turbo channel coding scheme [33, 39], interleaver/deinterleaver blocks are structured in 

parallel in order to meet the decoding requirements. Memory contention is a challenge in 

interleaver.  The Fig. 7 presents the parallel execution and interleaving in turbo decoder. The 

different interleaves are used to get extrinsic information and related parameters as forward 

variable (α) and backward variable (β). The interleavers are contention free and used for parallel 

execution based on block size.  The interleavers/ deinterleavers are mapped to corresponding 

RAM memory with address generator and control unit. The address generator generates the 

RAM memory address for all RAM modules. For the interleaving process, the multiplexer 

selects real-time LLR and parallel extrinsic information [37] related to block RAMs. The write 

and read control signals are associated with RAM to write and read the contents sequentially of 

specific interlever/deinterlever memory. The address generator unit of interleaver/ deinterleaver 

is helpful to reduce the processing time and latency during each iteration. The switch matrices 

are used to choose the specific SISO modules and FIFO. One FIFO is attached to current SISO 

against interlever/deinterlever contends and another FIFO is for next SISO, in order to 

synchronize the values from input buffers and output buffers based on priority. As the 



calculation of α, β, branch matrices and LLR are sequential. The input buffers and output buffers 

are used to maximize the throughput of the decoder. 

 

4. LDPC Codes 

LDPC code [1, 15] is a linear block code, consist of a parity check matrix ‘H’, which has less 

number of non-zero elements in every row and column. These codes can be regular as well as 

irregular, depending on the number of once available row wise and column wise. If the parity 

matrix has an equal number of once in each row and column, it is referred as regular LDPC 

code means columns weighs (wc) is equal to row the weight (wr). If parity check matrix ‘H’ has 

unequal no. of 1’s in each row and column it is irregular LDPC code.  The codes are called low-

density codes, as the number of 1’s are always less than the number of 0’s. In present 

communication systems such as mobile WiMax (802.16e), and DVB-S2 (802.11n), the LDPC 

codes are extensively used. LDPC codes can be represented as (n, wc, wr), where n = code 

length, wc = weight of column and wr = weight of row. The parity-checking matrix ‘H’ is 

symbolized with the help of Tanner graphs and algebraic construction. The number of columns 

in ‘H’ matrix denotes the bit nodes or variable nodes(VN) in Tanner graph, and the number of 

rows in H matrix denotes the check nodes (CN) in Tanner graph and their connectivity is shown  

by logic ‘1’ in the ‘H’ matrix.  An example of the H matrix representation is 

𝐻 = [  
  𝐶𝑁1𝐶𝑁2𝐶𝑁3𝐶𝑁4𝐶𝑁5]  

  [𝑉𝑁1 𝑉𝑁2 𝑉𝑁3 𝑉4 𝑉𝑁5 𝑉𝑁6 𝑉𝑁7 𝑉𝑁8 𝑉𝑁9 𝑉𝑁10]                     (10) 
𝐻 = [   

 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 00 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 10 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 01 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0]  
                                                                              (11) 

 

The Fig.8 shows the tanner graph corresponding to the ‘H’ matrix. One method for LDPC 

encoding [32, 35, 38] is the pre-processing method in which for a given ‘H’ matrix a generator 

matrix is developed that is used for encoding some random input message bit (m) of size (1 × 

m). The second encoding technique uses parity check matrix directly and thus method is less 

complex compared to the first method. The decoding part involves bit-flipping algorithm for 

hard decision channels and sum-product process also called as a message passing algorithm for 

soft decision channels. This message-passing algorithm comprises passing of message in 



forward and backward direction between variable nodes and check nodes until no further 

iteration is required. 

 

 

Fig.8 ‘H’ matrix based example Tanner graph  

 

Fig.9 LDPC coding scheme 

The LDPC coding scheme is presented in Fig. 9. The transmitter end shows random data bits 

that are modulated by BPSK modulator. LDPC encoder achieves the channel encoding and the 

encoded data sequence passes through the AWGN channel. The demodulation is performed 



using BPSK demodulator and LDPC decoder [8, 9] is used to decode the data back to its original 

form at the receiving end. 

Code word length plays very important role in encoding of LDPC codes. The encoding method 

comprises of mainly two operations: Sparse parity check formation and code word creation 

using sparse matrix. The decoding of LDPC codes uses iterative algorithms such as Belief 

Propagation algorithm [26]. A “Min- Sum” approach is adapted for the hardware 

implementation of Belief propagation algorithm. In this method after node, checking the 

information of a data node is updated for each iteration. Once the decoding process is over a 

hard decision is made based upon the most probable code word. 

4.1 LDPC Encoder and Decoder 

The LDPC codes proposed are used as cyclic codes considering the special case to 

conceptualize the parity check code. The generation of parity check matrix is performed using 

block circulant code formation. The block circulant code is considered here because of more 

accuracy in error correction also, it provides a structured architecture of the decoder. The parity 

check matrix is generated with the help of a binary matrix in which each row is created using a 

single cyclic right shift operation in previous row. The structure of a parity check matrix 

denoted by ‘H’ having size (rT × nT) is achieved by performing concatenation of (r × n) light 

circulant with size (T × T). The Tanner graph corresponding this parity check matrix is referred 

to as a protograph. In the design, the protographs [15] used are AR3A and AR4A with a code 

rate of ½ are depicted in Fig. 10 (a) and (b) respectively. 

The circles denote the variable nodes and the squares denote the parity check nodes. The open 

circles denote the penetrated symbols, whereas the solid circles represent the communicate 

symbols. Three level decoding process is considered: accumulate, recurrence by 3 or 4 and 

accumulate. The Protographs represent a circulant parity check matrix (3 × 5) in which the 

degree of consistent circulant is denoted by the number of parallel ends. The protographs cannot 

be extended directly without low weight code words, irrespective of the optimal selection of 

circulants. Therefore, protographs are only extended twice, but with small variation matrices, 

having a size (4 × 4) and (8 × 8). The complete code can be built up using these circulants. In 

matrix representation, a dot is used for nonzero entries. For a formation of AR4A protograph 

the check nodes are placed in order (CN1, CN2, CN3) and variable nodes in sequence (4, 2, 1, 5, 

3). The nodes are presented using solid lines initially with a (4 × 4) permutation and then 

elevating it to (16 × 16) circulants. The resulting construction is a highlighted (12 × 20) block 



circulant. The concept is demonstrated using protograph example of AR3A and AR4A. In this 

case, the reorganization of the rows and columns in AR4A is done.   

 

Fig.10 (a) Protograph (AR3A)                        (b) Protograph (AR4A) 

For the sequence (4, 2, 3, 1, 5), the base matrix (CN2, CN1, CN3)) is given as 𝐻 = [2 3 1 0 00 0 2 1 00 1 3 0 2]                                                                   (12)                  
4.2 Hardware Architecture  

The hardware chip implementation of LDPC encoder is based on block circulant matrix that 

can be created by the row wise cyclic shift performed to the contents of shift registers. The 

matrix is a group of (n-k) encoder bits having a constraint length of T that uses a recursive 

convolution approach. The Fig.11 shows the feeding method where ‘k’ input bits are 

sequentially given to the encoder and then with every shift the contents of the registers are 

updated sequentially. Once, the updated data is stored in registers, switches are changed and 

data is read out from the registers along with the parity bits. The circular data is processed row-

wise with (n-k) soft operations. Fig. 12 presents the circular and shift operation to configure the 

encoder design.  

 

Fig. 11 Row-wise circular data processing with (n-k) soft operations 



 

Fig. 12 Circular and shift register operation for encoder 

The output of LDPC encoder is the multiplication operation performed on the input message 

matrix and generator matrix. For a larger message sequence, this operation becomes very 

complex. The following steps are involved in the LDPC encoding process. 

Step-1: Compute the contents of parity check matrix ‘H’ 𝐻 = [−𝑃𝑇: 𝐼𝑛−𝑘]                                          (13) 
Step-2: Compute the contents of Generator matrix (G) 𝐺 =  [𝐼𝐾: 𝑃]                                                      (14) 
Step-3: Determine the contents of transmitting code word (Cw) 

                    𝐶𝑤 = 𝑚.𝐺                                                        (15) 
Circulant data encoding is used to select a parity check matrix (H) also indicates the sparse 

matrix with a code rate of 1/2. This size of ‘H’ matrix and ‘G’ matrix is (2048 x 4096) and 

(2048 x 4096) respectively. Since, the design and execution of such large data size in real time 



is a challenging task. Therefore, a (32 x 64) matrix is used for the implementation of a large-

scale matrix.  

 

5. Results & Discussions 

The chip design is done in Xilinx ISE 14.7 software. The Fig.13 presents the RTL view of turbo 

encoder and decoder. The Fig. 14 presents the RTL view of LDPC encoder and decoder. Table 

1 lists the description of the pins used in the design of the encoder and decoder chip. 

 

Fig. 13 RTL view of turbo encoder and decoder 

 

Fig. 14 RTL view of LDPC encoder and decoder 

Table 1 Pin descripción of encoder and decoder designed RTL chip 

Pins Direction Description 

Clk  Input The clock signal is an input clock signal 

applicable to offer the rising edge based 

clock signal, with 50 % duty cycle. 

Reset Input Reset is the default input to the chip design 

and used to keep the contents zero for 

encoder and decoder. 



Message_Turbo_Encoder <15:0> Input It presents the 16-bit input message to turbo 

encoder, given at the transmitted section in 

the design 

Turbo_Encoder_output<31:0> Inout It is turbo encoded output of 32-bit, can be 

processed as input to AWGN channel. 

Turbo_Channel_Data <31:0> Inout It is the output of the AWGN Channel and 

input to turbo decoder. 

Turbo_Message_Output <15:0> Output It is 16-bit output of the turbo decoder as the 

decoded signal or message at the receiver 

end. 

Message_Input_Encoder <15:0> Input It presents the 16-bit input message to 

LDPC encoder, given at the transmitted 

section in the design 

Encoder_output<31:0> Inout It is LDPC encoded output of 32-bit, can be 

processed as input to AWGN channel. 

Channel_Output <31:0> Inout It is the output of the AWGN Channel and 

input to LDPC decoder. 

Decoder_Output <15:0> Output It is 16-bit output of LDPC decoder as the 

decoded signal or message at the receiver 

end. 

 

The chip design of the LDPC code comprises the matrix multiplication of input message matrix 

and generator matrix ‘G’. The size of the input message is considered of 16-bit, and the encoder 

output is of 32-bit, then the generator matrix is of size (16 x 32). The generator matrix requires 

32 registers to store the contents. The matrix multiplication is done using AND logic and OR 

logic between input message (1 x 16) and generator matrix. The VHDL programming is used 

and corresponding test-bench are used to check the functional simulation. The output of turbo 

and LDPC encoder passes through AWGN channel. The behavior simulation of turbo and 

LDPC encoder and decoder chip is done in the Xilinx ISIM simulator. The Fig. 15 presents 

Xilinx ISIM simulation for turbo encoder and decoder. The Fig. 16 presents Xilinx ISIM 

simulation for LDPC encoder and decoder. The simulation test case stimuli are given. 

Test-1 (Turbo Encoder/ Decoder):  Apply Clk = rising edge clock signal, reset = ‘0’, 

message_turbo_encoder [15:0] = “0000000011001100”, then turbo encoder output is 



turbo_encoder_output = “00000000000000001100110000000000”, turbo_channel_data 

<31:0> = “00000000000000001100110000000000” and decoded output is 

turbo_message_output <15:0> = “0000000011001100”. 

Test-2 (Turbo Encoder/ Decoder):  Apply Clk = rising edge clock signal, reset = ‘0’, 

message_turbo_encoder [15:0] = “0000000011111100”, then encoder output is 

turbo_encoder_output = “00000000000000001111110000000000”, turbo_channel_data 

<31:0> = “00000000000000001111110000000000” and decoded output is 

turbo_message_output <15:0> = “0000000011111100”.  

 

 

Fig. 15 Xilinx ISIM simulation for Turbo encoder and decoder 

 

Fig. 16 Xilinx ISIM simulation for LDPC encoder and decoder 



Test-3 (LDPC Encoder/ Decoder): Apply Clk = rising edge clock signal, reset = ‘0’, 

message_input_encoder [15:0] = “0000000000000011” then the encoder output is 

encoded_output = “00000000000000000000000111010001”, channel_output <31:0> = 

“00000000000000000000000111010001” and decoded output of LDPC decoder is 

decoder_output <15:0> = “0000000000000011”. 

Test-4 (LDPC Encoder/ Decoder):   Apply Clk = rising edge clock signal, reset = ‘0’, 

message_input_encoder [15:0] = “0000000000000010” then the encoder output is 

encoded_output = “00000000000000001001110010101101”, channel_output <31:0> = 

“00000000000000001001110010101101” and decoded output of LDPC decoder is 

decoder_output <15:0> = “0000000000000010”.  

Table 2 presents the hardware parameter summary of turbo and LDPC encoder and decoder 

hardware for different parameters targeting Virtex-5 FPGA in Xilinx ISE 14.7 software. The 

hardware parameters are slices, LUTs, flip-flops and IOBs. Table 3 presents the timing 

simulation results of turbo and LDPC encoder and decoder hardware for time related parameters 

such as minimum period (ns), minimum and maximum time before and after clock signal (ns), 

and maximum frequency. 

 

Table 2 FPGA hardware utilization summary 

Hardware             Turbo Codes            LDPC Codes 

Encoder Decoder Encoder Decoder 

Slices 60/12480     145/12480     32/12480     110/12480     

Flip Flops 72/12480      88/12480      45/12480      52/12480      

LUTs 105/330        110/330        58/330        70/330        

IOBs 50/172        72/172        50/172        72/172        

GCLKs 1/32 1/32 1/32 1/32 

 

Table 3 Timing information related parameters 

Timing Parameter                        Turbo Codes LDPC Codes 

Encoder Decoder Encoder Decoder 

Frequency (MHz)  310.0 315.0  375.00 390.0 

Minimum period (ns) 1.615  1.365 1.053  1.275 

Time (minimum) before clock (ns) 1.980  2.825  1.750  2.113 

Time (maximum) after clock (ns) 4.174  4.250 2.710  2.914 



Combinational path delay (ns) 7.769 8.640  6.513 6.302  

Speed Grade -5 -5 -5 -5 

 

6. Conclusions 

The hardware chip design and performance analysis of Turbo and LDPC codes for AWGN 

channel with BPSK modulation is done successfully in Xilinx ISE 14.7 software. The functional 

simulation and data communication with the designed hardware is verified using Xilinx ISIM 

simulation on target Virtex- 5 FPGA for device XC5Vlx20t-2-ff32. The turbo encoder, 

hardware parameters such as slices, flip-flops, LUTs and IoBs are 60, 72, 105, and 50 

respectively. The LDPC encoder hardware same parameters are 32, 45, 58 and 50 respectively. 

In the same ways turbo decoder has these parameters as 45, 88, 110 and 72 and LDPC decoder 

is having 110, 52, 70 and 72. It is analyzed that LDPC code is taking less hardware resources 

in comparison to turbo codes on FPGA. The turbo encoder and decoder supports 310.0 MHz 

and 315.0 MHz frequency respectively.  In the same way, the LDPC encoder and decoder 

supports 375.0 MHz and 390.0 MHz frequency. It is clear that LDPC codes provide fast 

switching in comparison to turbo codes in FPGA hardware. Apart from this, LDPC codes 

provide optimal timing related parameters results in comparison to turbo codes. LDPC encoder 

and decoder are having combination path delay of 6.513 ns and 6.302 ns, respectively, whereas 

turbo codes are having the delay of 7.767 ns and 8.64 ns for encoder and decoder hardware 

respectively. It is analyzed that LDPC codes provide optimal solution in terms of hardware 

complexity, timing response parameters and high frequency support. LDPC codes are optimal, 

highly efficient and reliable solution in 4G and 5G wireless communication, digital 

broadcasting as their performance is very good in machine to machine communication and 

FPGA hardware. 
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